
Early reading



Early reading

Reading is fundamental to education. Proficiency in reading, 
writing and spoken language is vital for pupils’ success. 

Pupils who find it difficult to learn to read are likely to struggle 
across the curriculum, since English is both a subject in its 
own right and the medium for teaching.



Why reading matters

Language comprehension:
The importance of talk and stories is critical for a child’s language development. 

Listening to and talking about stories and non-fiction develops children’s 
vocabulary, because they meet words they would rarely hear or use in everyday 
speech. Understanding vocabulary is vital for comprehension and so also for wider 
learning and progress.



Why reading matters

Word reading:

Understanding that the letters on the page represent the sounds in spoken words 
underpins successful word reading. Children’s knowledge of the English alphabetic 
code – how letters or groups of letters represent the sounds of the language –
supports their reading and spelling. 

Systematic synthetic phonics is the most effective way of teaching children to read. 
At Pochin, we follow the Ruth Miskin approach using Read Write Inc.



What is phonics?

Phoneme/Sounds: A phoneme is the smallest 
unit of sound in speech. When we teach 
reading we teach children which letters 
represent those sounds. For example – the 
word 'hat' has 3 phonemes – 'h' 'a' and 't'.

Graphemes: A grapheme is a kind of symbol 
that represents a sound (phoneme) in writing



English alphabetic code

• 44 sounds

• 26 letters

• Over 150+ graphemes (letter combinations)

One of the most complex alphabetic codes in 
the world.



Introduction to 
Read Write Inc.



What is Read Write Inc? 





How to say the Sounds? 



Set 1 Sounds 



Speed Sounds Set 2



Speed Sounds Set 3



Assessment





End of KS1 teacher assessment



https://youtu.be/HXfgMv5hTrs

https://youtu.be/HXfgMv5hTrs


Home Reading 

First Read: Accuracy

Second Read: Fluency

Third Read: Comprehension

Fourth Read: Read and Enjoy 





Free Video Tutorials (ruthmiskin.com)





What you can do?

1. Use pure sounds, not letter names

2. Use Fred Talk to read and spell words

3. Listen to your child read their Storybook 
every day

4. Read stories to your child every day



Online resources available

Ruth Miskin Parents’ Page:

http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/parents/

Ruth Miskin Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/miskin.education

Free e-books for home reading:

http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/Reading/

http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/parents/
https://www.facebook.com/miskin.education
http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/Reading/

